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The WCABA has been meeting (post pandamic) in person at the Georgetown
Public Library for over six months now, but as a result of what we learned about
“virtual meetings” we now understand what a value they can be. Therefore, we
will probably continue to schedule a Zoom meeting in conjunction with our
regular meeting. We would certainly enjoy your presence at the next meeting on
April 26th (fourth Tuesday), but if you can’t, then tune in to the broadcast
Click Zoom meeting link below.
virtually via “Zoom” software.
If you are planning to join from an iPhone or iPad, be sure to download this
application first: https://apps.apple.com/us/app/zoom-cloudmeetings/id546505307
We look forward to seeing you there Tuesday night @ 7PM!
GT Library - Hewlett Rm– 402 W 8th Street Georgetown 78626

Topic: WCABA Member Meeting
Time: This is a recurring meeting Meet anytime
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82475068933?pwd=aHRiRjc3bS9kYXJGS2g5THVpOEx2UT09

Meeting ID: 824 7506 8933
Passcode: 909659

PROGRAM Speaker:

Phil Ainslie
“Bee Hive Inspection”
Phil will be covering Bee Hive Inspection for all
those getting bees for the first time. Also,
discussion of what beekeepers should do in the
month of May, w/Q & A.

Brittany Fetterman
“ Non-grafting methods of breeding your own
queens”

Dodie Stillman - TBA V.P.

Brittany Fetterman

Brittany Fetterman is the owner of Austin Beelove, president of Austin Area
Beekeepers Association, treasurer for Hays county Beekeepers association,
and a board member of the Texas Association of Professional Bee Removers
and Texas Honeybee education association. A Biochemist turned Beekeeper,
she runs a treatment-free apiary of 75+ colonies and growing. She is
committed to maintaining and propagating survivor stock genetics,
and specializes in helping clients achieve sustainable apiaries, as well as
removing & rehoming wild colonies from difficult or unwanted locations. In
addition to her consultation & removal services, Brittany manages client
apiaries, ag. exemptions, teaches private beekeeping lessons and is
passionate about educating the general public about bees.
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Our Adventure in Bee Procurement….
a note from your President
As we get ready to wrap up our bee procurement, I want to share some of the background for
what we have done this year in our endeavor to provide bees to purchase for your new hive.
Our goal has been to ensure that each member who wants to purchase bees to learn about
beekeeping had an opportunity to do so. We work hard to assure that we provide nucs and
queens at a very low cost to our members since many producers sell packages and nucs at a
price thar can be prohibitive. Our goal is to help give those who are beginning beekeepers the
opportunity to learn about beekeeping while at the same time not break the bank. Besides the
cost of the bees and replacement queens, the equipment cost is an additional expense. With all
this said, this year has not been without excessive challenges for us in fulfilling all the
Shannon Montez - President
requests for nucs.
After we reached the deadline on February 28th for ordering nucs and queens, we continued to receive an influx of
orders. The maximum number of nucs we sell is 300 because we cannot safely transport more than that with our
present equipment After we continued to receive requests for more orders, we decided to look for additional supply of
bees from other providers and were able to secure 50 packages of bees from Bee Weaver and fulfill the additional
orders received after the deadline (thank you Chris). In addition, due to the weather causing delays with queen mating,
fulfillment of our queen order was delayed. With all this said, our volunteers have made a trip to Navasota for the
packages, with delivery of these on April 9th, (thank you Phil) the next weekend a trip to Louisiana with delivery of
these on the 16th (thank you to our volunteer drive team), a trip to Navasota for the queens with delivery of the queens
on the 23rd (thank you Gary) and a last additional trip to Navasota for the last batch of queens with delivery on the 30th.
As our board reviews the process for this year, we have decided to implement some changes to ensure that we fulfill all
the orders for coming years. Because our club’s intention is to help educate our members, we will limit the number of
nucs that members can purchase. This ensures that all members have the opportunity to purchase nucs. While we
don’t have many members purchasing over 4 nucs, we did have a few orders for 10 nucs and this in turn reduces the
number of nucs we can offer to other members.
The last few years, we had not been offering packages for sale. The option for packages came available due to the
limited supply of nucs and we will revisit this next year. Fortunately, all the packages that we offered to those ordering
after February 28th were purchased. Although the cost of these is less than a nuc, they are also not as well established
as a nuc and did not have frames of brood and a laying queen. Again, this was a last-minute decision and our desire
was to supply bees to those who are beginning beekeepers or those trying to maintain their apiary.
As we review the process for next year, we strive to ensure that we are fulfilling our core responsibility: educating our
members and assisting with that education. While the delivery of all the nucs/packages/queens was fraught with
challenges this year, I believe that we could call this a success as the packages and nucs did not seem to have many
issues once they arrived at their home. However, none of this could have been possible without the hard work of Gary
Bible, our procurement coordinator. He has been very meticulous with the order process and kept everyone apprised
of the status. Unfortunately, Gary has decided that this will be his last year as the coordinator. Gary has continued to
field questions after delivery all while keeping up with his granddaughter’s softball endeavors. For those who may not
know, Gary’s granddaughter plays softball for Leander HS and they are headed to the playoffs on April 30th. Thank
you, Gary. This was a tough job, and we appreciate your hard work.
Hopefully, the lessons we learned this year will ensure that next year runs smoother.
Shannon
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Bee Research Pearls
Flowers' unseen colors can help ensure pollination and survival.
You can't see it, but different substances in the petals of flowers create a bullseye for
pollinating insects. According to a scientist whose research sheds light on chemical changes
in flowers, the bullseye helps them respond to environmental changes, including climate
Phil Anslie - Secretary
change, that might threaten their survival.
The researchers studied silverweed growing at different elevations in southwestern Colorado to understand better the
various UV-absorbing chemicals in the plants' petals and how these chemicals to aid in pollination and, thus,
reproduction.
Mathew H Koski (assistant professor of biological sciences at Clemson College of Science) said a wide range of
plants have concentrations of UV-absorbing chemicals at the base of the flower's petals. In contrast, the tips of the petals
have more UV-reflecting chemicals. He said this creates an overall bullseye effect that guides insects in searching for
pollen. "At higher elevations, there are always more UV-absorbing compounds
or larger spatial area of UV absorption on the petals, compared to the lowelevation populations," Koski said.
The researchers said this demonstrates the plant's plasticity, which Koski
defined as how differing traits arise in the same organisms under different
environmental conditions. This is a critical step in understanding how organisms
adapt to survive change.
"I think one thing people think about is planting a diversity of flowers with
different colors and morphologies to attract many different types of pollinators,
like a pollinator-friendly garden," Koski said. "One thing to think about is that
we often don't know all the details of what colors are perceived by pollinators
and how that could be changing with the seasons. So just because things may
look very similar to us, they may be very diverse to pollinators and could attract
Dandelion natural and ultraviolet light
a different suite of pollinators than we expect."
March 30, 2022.

Clemson University

New research demonstrates high value 'injurious weeds' can bring to pollinators
New research compares the biodiversity value of plants classed as 'injurious weeds'
against those stipulated by DEFRA (Department for Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs) for pollinator-targeted agri-environmental options. The findings show that the
abundance and diversity of pollinators visiting weed species are far higher than DEFRArecommended plants.
Dr. Balfour and Professor Ratnieks conducted a field study in East Sussex. They
quantified and identified insects visiting three of these species -- the flowers of ragwort,
thistles, and other wildflowers, including those recommended by DEFRA -- growing in
six pasture or ex-pasture sites.
Bull Thistle- invasive weed
Their results, which found that pollinators were visiting weed species in higher
numbers than DEFRA recommended plants, were mirrored by a subsequent analysis of
scientific literature.
The authors are now calling for policymakers to look at how existing policies are implemented and reconsider the role
of weeds in the future agri-environmental policy. For example, the Environmental Land Management Scheme, which
will be rolled out for English farmers by the end of 2024, will essentially replace the available schemes under the EU
Common Agricultural Policy. The authors are hopeful that this policy will provide sufficient directives and financial
incentives to persuade land managers to tolerate injurious weeds while considering the challenges facing different
stakeholders and the balance of practicality and cost, as well as the benefits to the natural world of tolerating weeds.
March 8, 2022. University of Sussex
Rowse Honey Ltd. provided funding.
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The 2022 Nuc, Package and Queen Extravaganza
Yes, I said PACKAGE! Some of you newer beekeepers may have never seen nor loaded a package. At
say…around about 339 Nuclei hives ordered, we had roughly 25 Club members on the Wait List for Nucs.
I had never seen such demand before. Demand was over the top and still coming in! We started slow in
ordering nucs, then a demand deluge happened.
After reporting this to the Executive Board, and from out of
nowhere, Chris Doggett said Bee Weaver could supply us 50
packages from Navasota. (I’m still wondering where he got that
info). So, we had a quickie E-Board meeting and decided to go for
it. Before my eyes, I saw the 2022 bee procurement morph into Nucs,
Queens and 3-pound packages! This old but good memory of
packages in the Bost Farm shop was going to play out again. It was
like days of yore! Great memories; the buzz and quaint smell of bees
in the Bost Farm shop. You gotta live it to appreciate it.
Phil Ainsley fetched the packages on April 8th and Gillian
Mattinson, Jimmie and I distributed them on April 9th at the Bost
Farm. Bee Weaver provided us 50 great packages. It turned out to
be a well-planned and executed move in which we provided bees to
18 members who would have not received bees this year. Plus, some
of them got to “Install packages” and some of them got to learn how Fifty 3-lb Packages cooling off at the Bost Farm
to install packages. Jimmie was happily teaching “Package Installation 101”.
On April 15th, we took step number 2. John Hibbard, Phil Ainsley, Steve Hoskins, and Jim Ray started
their early morning sojourn to Jennings, Louisiana to the Evergreen Honey Company. All went well and
early in the morning of April 16th we started handing out 300 nucs to club members. The Nuc handout
went without a hitch. It was a well-oiled procedure.
Gillian and James Mattison, Linda Russel, Barbi Rose, Shannon Montez, Alice Stultz, Dodie Stillman,
Jimmie Oakley and me (mostly scratching the paperwork) made this thing flow like molasses in the
summertime. Such organization and help, I’ve never seen! Thank you, bee delivery pros!
Queen delivery was delayed. Word from Bee Weaver was: “It had been dry and there was a drone
shortage to mate queens. Queen production had been ‘slow’, and windy weather caused queen drifting.
We expected queens on April 23, 30 or even May 7th. Sorry about that, but Mother Nature rules every
time. Probably by the time you read this article, we will have “worked thru” this issue.
Time has passed. It is now April 23rd. I went on Friday, April 22nd in the dark of dawn and picked up 75
queens. I just heard that Jimmie started handing them out today. We will also do a second queen delivery
on Saturday, April 30th. Want a queen or two? I think we can do this now.
To recap: The 2022 bee procurement was a year of many unforeseen twists and turns. Be proud of your
service-oriented club and thank the people named above. They … went the extra mile to fill your life
with bees.
Have a great 2022 working your bees!
Gary Bible
WCABA Nuc and Queen (and maybe Package) Coordinator
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Pratical Experiences in the Bee Yard
Swarms in May, worth a load of hay. Swarms in June, worth a silver spoon. I
have no idea when these sayings were created but we need to realize there is a price
difference between 1850 and 2022. If you have prepared, then the swarms in May
will come your way if that swarm trap is ready. In my area, swarms began in midApril. May will provide even more chances to trap swarms and expand your apiary.
There are several things you can do with a captured swarm. Feed them a gallon
Stanford Brantley
of sugar water and help them build that wax needed to store honey for surviving the
coming winter. Since they are really a wax-building bunch, you could pull several frames and make a Nuc
or a split to sell. There is always someone looking for bees to purchase! If you have several queens on
hand, the young bees this swarm produces could double or triple your number of hives. You could make
several two frame queen castles that would allow you to have replacement queens on hand when you “need
one NOW!” Prior planning is really a good thing!
More Red Clover began to bloom alongside the highways during the first and second week in April.
Pastures will be blooming from Mid-April to mid-May. The Tallow bloom will start around the third week
of May. Other blooming plants in my area that produce nectar include Rattan Vines, English Ivy and
Prickly Bark Ash to name a few. Successful beekeepers are the ones who observe the flowers, trees and
ivies around them, record the blooming dates, and have their hives prepared to store nectar as soon is it
become available for their bees to collect.
If you ordered bees, hopefully you have received them by the first week of May. Since the nectar flow
will be increasing, the bees may not take the sugar syrup you offer them. Continue to observe their
expansion and note when there are 8 of 10 frames of foundation drawn out. It is then time to make a
decision. Do you want honey or do you want bees? If you want honey, put on an excluder and a super. If
you want to grow the strongest hive possible, add the second brood box.
Established colonies that survived the past winter and have not swarmed may be able to produce honey by
the third week of May. If this is the case, you may be able to remove and extract frames or even complete
supers of capped honey. This early honey will normally be very light and is probably a mix of clover and
Privet Hedge nectar. After extracting the frames, return them to the super for the bees to clean and fill with
the next available nectar crop.
Supers of new wax foundation can be drawn out easily in May. Some advise placing the new supers
below the queen excluder until the bees begin to draw out comb, then moving them above the excluder for
the bees to store nectar. Another way is to take an already drawn frame from a different super and put it in
the super of new foundation to entice the bees to move up on the frames of foundation.
If you allow the hive to become crowded, the bees usually begin preparations for swarming and away goes
your honey crop. Younger queens can sometimes calm this activity through her ability to produce copious
amounts of pheromone. Stay ahead on adding supers so they bees do not feel crowded. Removing and
extracting frames and supers of honey and returning the wet supers to the hive for the bees to clean and refill
can also help.
As you are doing all these other things in the hive, you MUST NOT neglect doing mite checks. There are
many YouTube videos showing how and when to do mite checks. Randy Oliver has an excellent video
showing the mite check process. You can find Randy’s video at ScientificBeekeeping.com. The timing of
mite treatments during honey flow depends on the type and brand of miticide used. The mite infestation
must be kept below acceptable levels. If the mite level is too high, you may later find the hive in trouble,
possibly even dying from the viruses carried by the mites.
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A Long Day @ the Bost Farm
Submitted by Jimmie Oakley

The Williamson County Area Beekeepers Association (WCABA) put in a long day at the Boat Farm
southeast of Georgetown on April 15 & 16, 2022 in the annual distribution of nuc beehives to its members.
This yearly event occurs in the spring as the membership
gathers to receive the bees that were ordered in December
of last year. It’s necessary to place your order for bees and
queens as early as possible to assure you get a booking
before supplies run out.
WCABA had booked and order for 300 5-frame nucs and
it was time to pick up the bees from our regular supplier,
Evergreen Honey Company in Jennings, Louisiana.
A drive team of John Hibbard of Liberty Hill (and owner
of the truck and trailer), Phil Ainslie of Rosebud, Steve
Hoskins of Belton, and Jim Ray of Georgetown, left the John Hibbard, Steve Hoskins, Wes Card, Phil Ainslie and Jim Ray
in Jennings Louisiana all loaded up and ready to go.
Bost Farm at 10:30 AM on Friday morning, stopping only
at Brett’s Backyard Bar-B-Que in Rockdale to fuel up the body for the 16
hour round trip…Yum!
The team arrived in Jennings at 6:30PM and was loaded with the 300+
nucs in a little over an hour. With several stops, usually at Buc-ee’s, to fuel
and check straps, they made it back to the Bost Farm a 2:50 AM, tired, but
happy for the safe trip.
The ground crew of volunteers (Shannon Montez, Melissa Henry,
Jimmie Oakley and two other hard-working members) had arrived shortly
before and were ready to help unload and start the process of screening all
the nuc entrances. With screen strips cut and smokers going the crew
descended on the trailer, performing their task with precision. The nucs
were set in rows throughout the Bost farmyard till all were processed in
just under two hours, Wow! The drive team, finished with unloading, took
their leave having put in an 18-hour day.
The distribution team came next, headed up by Gary Bible – Ground Crew: Shannon Montez, and Melissa
Procurement Coordinator and keeper of the Master Spreadsheet and Henry screening nucs hives on the n trailer
Voucher Book. Assisting Gary were an army of volunteers,
Dodie Stillman and Shannon Montez, Linda Russell James &
Gillian Mattinson, Alice Stultz, Barbie Rose and Jimmie
Oakley.
Using the same protocol as the last two years the members
picking up their nucs by followed the signs directing them to
the pickup point where their voucher was verified, processed,
their nucs loaded, many without even getting out of their
vehicles. The team worked the delivery plan seamlessly, and all
but a dozen nucs were moved out by just after noon.
Thank you one more time to all those who were responsible
Phil Ainslie setting out nucs at the Bost Farm
for pickup, or facilitating distribution, or just lent a helping
hand…COUNDN’T have done it without you.
Jimmie Oakley – Editor
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More Nuc Distribution Pictures

Melissa Henry picks up her 3 nucs before leaving in the early hours

James Mattinson goes the extra mile for a member; laundry bag.

Nuc Delivery Team: Shannon Montez, Linda
Russell, James & Gillian Mattinson, Alice Stultz,
Dodie Stillman Gary Bible, Barbi, Rose, Jimmie
Oakley
Drive Team / Ground Crew: Melissa Henry, Shannon
Montez, Hardworking member couple? Jim Ray, Phil
Ainslie, Steve Hoskins, John Hibbard, and Jimmie Oakley,
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Scholarship Recipients Assemble Equipment and Install Nucs
The WCABA Scholarship Program finally got rolling in earnest the first part of April with
assembly of bee boxes and frames in preparation to receive scholarship bees the middle of April.
The recipients were notified of their selection in February and asked to attend the March club
meeting to be introduced to the members, but nothing
really tangible happened till they got their equipment
and put it together at the Bost Farm on April 2nd.
All the necessary bee equipment and protective gear
was given to Max McDonald and Naaman Gunter, this
year’s recipients, as they nailed together boxes and
frames to house the nuc of bees provided by the club for
the program.

Naaman and Scott putting together bee boxes

Ivan, Christopher, and Max assembling frames

Max was assisted in his effort by his father
Christopher and his youngest brother Ivan. Naaman dad
Scott helped him.
Little brother Ivan puts hammer to nail!
A couple of weeks later when the club order of nucs
arrived from Louisiana the scholarship nucs were moved to the Heritage Garden in SE Georgetown
to await installation by the recipients. On Monday the 18th the guys showed up with the necessary
boxes and protective equipment to handle the task of transferring frames of bees from the 5-frame
nus into the 8-frame deep brood chamber the bees will call home.
The hiving of the bees went well, and with a feeder full of syrup the new colonies were of their
way to becoming a full-size hive.
Congratulations to these youngsters as they take their first step to becoming beekeepers.
Jimmie Oakley – Scholarship Chair
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More Scholarship Pictures…

Boxes & frames all assembled. Christopher, Max.& Ivan McDonald, Naaman & Scott Gunter; job well done!

Scholarship recipients and Dads - Nucs hived in new equipment.
Mission accomplished

Max McDonald transferring bees from nuc to brood box
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Membership Report: Shirley Doggett
April 2022
New Members:
Glenn Hatfield.
Karen Meuir & Mark Albertsons.
Ron & Regina Meyer
Blake Taliaferro.
Ron Randig.

Elgin
Burnet
Florence
Round Rock
Taylor

Renewing Members
Lorraine Brady.
Kenneth Browning.
David & Leigh Ann Brunson.
Helen Dorrance.
Michael Fischer.
Kathy Fulton.
Dean Hamilton.
Sharion & John Hamilton.
Keith & Sue Harpole.
Vernon & Lindsey Jakub
Julie & Sterling Kinghorn
Melonie Martinez.
Daniel Pope
Dennis & Linda Rose
Paul & Evangeline Stonebrook.
Donald Williams.

Georgetown
Liberty Hill
Austin
Leander
Georgetown
Georgetown
Georgetown
Hutto
Hutto
Round Rock
Florence
Georgetown
Georgetown
Marble Falls
Killeen
Salado

Shirley Doggett - Membership

Thank you for your Subscription or Membership Renewal ~
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Shirley

